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synchronous transfer mode (ATM) is a cell-switch-
ing connection-oriented high-speed technology.

The ATM Forum has defined five service categories: constant
bit rate (CBR), real-time variable bit rate (rt-VBR), non real-
time VBR (nrt-VBR), available bit rate (ABR), and unspeci-
fied bit rate (UBR). The International Telecommunication
Union — Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T)
defines similar service categories for ATM. CBR and rt-VBR
provide delay and loss guarantees, and can be used to transfer
delay- and loss-sensitive unadaptive multimedia applications.
Nrt-VBR provides loss guarantees. ABR and UBR are usually
used for transferring data applications. UBR is a simple ser-
vice that gives no guarantees.

ABR provides minimum cell rate (MCR) guarantees and is
designed to provide low cell loss for well-behaving sources. It
uses closed-loop feedback control to indicate network conges-
tion information to the sources. The sources adjust their
allowed cell rate (ACR) based on the network feedback.
Feedback is indicated in resource management (RM) cells,
which are periodically sent by the source and turned around
by the destination. The switches along the path indicate the
maximum rate they can currently support in the RM cell. The
RM cells in the forward direction are called forward RM
(FRM) cells, and those in the backward direction backward
RM (BRM) cells (Fig. 1).

Multimedia applications are the key applications to use the
large bandwidth provided by high-speed (e.g., ATM) net-
works. Sample multimedia applications include videoconfer-
encing, video on demand, distance learning, distributed games,
and movies on demand. Some of these applications, specifical-
ly those which have video and voice traffic, need delay and
loss guarantees. Others, such as the World Wide Web and
white boards, may be delay-insensitive.

Compressed video and voice traffic is usually bursty in
nature [1], although video streaming products can generate
constant-rate video with varying quality. If there are insuffi-
cient network resources, CBR and VBR connections may be
rejected. In some cases, such as defense applications, it may
be more desirable to use whatever bandwidth is available than

to get the connection rejected. In such
cases, ABR service is preferable. Also,
with a CBR or VBR connection, the
user may be forced to accept a low-
bandwidth connection and cannot use

bandwidth even if it becomes available later on. Similarly, if
the available bandwidth is reduced for some reason, the net-
work will simply disconnect CBR/VBR connections since cur-
rently it is not possible to renegotiate the contract.

ABR service provides MCR guarantees, which can be used
to provide an acceptable quality of service (QoS) for video
applications. Due to the closed-loop feedback control, usually
the queues in the network switches are small and cell loss is
low. Most of the queuing occurs only at the end systems.
Multimedia applications, specifically video applications, can
use feedback information and information about source
queues to adjust their rates to efficiently use the available
bandwidth [2]. Furthermore, queuing delay can be bounded if
part of the bandwidth is reserved for ABR connections.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. The
next section reviews related work. We then define the set of
problems to be solved for supporting multimedia applica-
tions over ABR service. The article goes on to show how
switch algorithms can be modified to provide minimum rate
guarantees. We discuss how to reduce the cell loss and delay
for multimedia traffic, and then providing support for multi-
point connections is discussed. The open issues and prob-
lems are examined, and finally, the last section summarizes
the article.

RELATED WORK
There are several studies which address the problem of support-
ing multimedia traffic over CBR and VBR services. The ATM
Forum Service Aspects and Applications (SAA) working group
has approved specifications on transporting multimedia service
over ATM networks. Luo and Zarki use a layered source encoder
to generate high-priority and low-priority video traffic [3]. They
study two scalable priority schemes which match the distribution
of video information contained in the high- and low-priority bit-
streams. They show that an interleaved transmission scheme
(high-priority cells are interleaved with low-priority ones) per-
forms better than a coupled concatenation scheme (low-prior-
ity cells are concatenated after high-priority ones). Aravind et
al. study packet loss resilience using layered video traffic [4].
They compare the performance of data partitioning, signal-to-
noise ratio scalability, and spatial scalability approaches —
specified in the Motion Picture Experts Group (MPEG) stan-
dards — for generating layered video traffic.

A number of studies have addressed the problem of sup-
porting real-time video applications with feedback control.
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Kanakia et al. show how binary feedback can be used to
adjust the traffic generated by a video application [2]. Laksh-
man et al. discuss how to use the explicit rate feedback of
ABR service to transport video [1]. The MPEG encoder
parameters (such as quantization level) are adjusted to gen-
erate traffic which matches the feedback rate. Vickers et al.
study the problem of transporting unicast and multicast mul-
tilayered video traffic using both credit-based and rate-based
feedback congestion control [5]. The video sources adapt to
changing network conditions by adjusting encoding parame-
ters, and by adding or dropping a video layer. Recently, an
algorithm to transport smoothed compressed video over
explicit rate networks has been proposed by Duffield et al.[6].
Buffers at the source are used to smooth the video traffic, and
adaptive encoding is performed based on the explicit rate
indicated by feedback. Zheng and Atiquzzaman discuss the
traffic management issues for multimedia applications over
ATM networks [7].

MULTIMEDIA APPLICATION
SUPPORT OVER ABR

Although the studies mentioned above have addressed multi-
media transport, the problem of supporting multimedia appli-
cations is not yet a fully solved problem. The components of
ATM technology are shown in Fig. 2. The main components
used to support multimedia applications are the following:

Routing and Signaling — The private network-to-network
interface (PNNI) protocol provides routing and signaling
capabilities between ATM switches. The current PNNI proto-
col (version 1.0) supports any cast (connection to one among
a group) and QoS-based routing. User-to-network interface
signaling currently supports point-to-point connections, point-
to-multipoint connections, and leaf-initiated joins.

Traffic Management — Traffic management includes con-
nection admission control (CAC), usage parameter control
(UPC), and congestion control. CAC is used to decide
whether a connection request should be accepted or rejected,
and to decide the parameters associated with that connection.
UPC ensures that the sources respect the traffic contract by
monitoring and controlling traffic at the entrance to the net-
work. It detects violations and takes appropriate actions (e.g.,
cell tagging and cell discard). It protects the network and the
QoS of other connections from misbehaving connections. For
ABR service, feedback and flow control are used to regulate
traffic and adaptively share the available bandwidth in a fair
manner.

Other components, such as the physical layer interface,
testing, network security, and network management are not
examined in this article. Routing and signaling are also not
addressed here. We only focus on
the traffic management issues for sup-
porting delay-sensitive, loss-sensitive,
unicast, and multicast adaptive multi-
media applications . Since delay-
insensitive applications have less
stringent requirements, they can eas-
ily be supported. We assume that
the sources are adaptive and can
change their rates according to feed-
back. The problems to be solved for
supporting such applications over
the ABR service are:
• ABR service provides MCR

guarantees which can be used by the multimedia applica-
tions to achieve a minimum QoS. Some of the current
ABR switch schemes assume MCRs to be zero. These
switch schemes have to be modified to support nonzero
MCRs.

• ABR service was designed to provide support for delay-
insensitive data applications. When supporting multi-
media applications over ABR, the delay and the variation
in QoS should be minimized.

• Many multimedia applications, such as videocast and dis-
tance learning, can be multicast. Therefore, the problem
of providing a multicast capability by supporting ABR
point-to-multipoint, multipoint-to-point, and multipoint-
to-multipoint connections should be addressed.
The next three sections address these three issues.

MCR SUPPORT FOR
ABR SWITCH ALGORITHMS

The ATM Forum Traffic Management Specifications version
4.0 addresses ABR traffic management issues related to ATM
end systems in detail. The behavior of the ABR switch is not
standardized by this specification. ABR switch algorithms use
either binary or explicit-rate feedback to provide congestion
information to the end systems. The switches monitor the load
on the network and divide the available bandwidth fairly
among the competing sources. Several distributed switch algo-
rithms which provide explicit-rate feedback control have been
proposed and proven to give fair and efficient allocations.

When the requested MCRs are zero, the switch schemes
attempt to satisfy the max-min fairness criteria. For nonzero
MCRs, several similar fairness criteria can be used as defined
in the ATM traffic management specifications. A generalized
definition of fairness is given in [8], in which the excess band-
width is divided proportional to a predetermined weight asso-
ciated with each ABR connection. Other fairness criteria,
such as giving MCR plus equal shares, or MCR plus MCR-
proportional shares, are special cases of this general definition
of fairness. The MCR guarantee of ABR service can be used
to achieve a minimal QoS of multimedia applications.

Switch algorithms can be modi-
fied to support nonzero MCRs. As
an example, the ERICA+ switch
algorithm was modified to support
non-zero MCRs. The ERICA+
switch algorithm operates at the out-
put port of an ABR switch. It period-
ically monitors the load, capacity,
and activity of connections, and cal-
culates an overload factor. The mon-
itoring interval is called the averaging
interval. The algorithm also keeps
track of the maximum allocation
given as feedback during the previ-

■ Figure 1. An RM cell path.
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ous averaging interval. The available capacity divided
by the number of connections gives an estimate for
the fair share of a connection. If the link is not over-
loaded, the algorithm gives the explicit feedback rate
as the maximum of the current cell rate divided by
the overload factor and the maximum previous allo-
cation. If the link is overloaded, the maximum of the
current cell rate divided by the overload factor and
the fair share is given as the explicit rate. ERICA+
also uses dynamic capacity estimate scaling to control
queuing delay.

Before discussing the modifications to switch
algorithms, we define the term excess fair share
(EFS)and the notion of activity level. The EFS is cal-
culated by dividing the excess available bandwidth in
proportion to the predetermined weights for each
connection. The general weighted fair share is the
sum of the MCR and EFS. The activity level is
defined as the ratio of the actual source rate divided
by the fair share of the source. The value of the
activity level is less than one if the source does not use its fair
share. The effective weight of a connection is its activity level
multiplied by the predetermined weight. The EFS is calculat-
ed by dividing the excess available bandwidth in proportion to
the effective weights.

Let SrcRate(i) be the source rate of virtual connection
(VC) i. Let MCR(i) be the MCR of VC i. Let ERz(i) be the
explicit rate calculated by an algorithm assuming zero MCRs.
Let ERnz(i) be the explicit rate to be calculated for nonzero
MCRs. The modifications to a switch scheme to support
MCR guarantees are as follows:
• The problem with nonzero MCRs is reduced to one with

zero MCRs. This is done by subtracting the MCR from
each connection’s current source rate (SrcRate(i) – MCR(i))
to obtain the excess rate over the MCR of each source.

• The switch algorithm for zero MCRs is applied to these
excess rates to obtain the explicit rate (ERz(i) is
obtained).

• The MCR of the connection is added to the above explic-
it rate and indicated in the BRM cells.

ERnz(i) = MCR(i) + ERz(i)

Simulation results of the above algorithm show that the
MCR guarantee is provided, and allocations converge to the
desired general fair allocation [8]. A proof for convergence of
the modified algorithm is also given in the same reference.

CONTROLLING DELAY AND LOSS
ABR service is designed for data traffic with no delay guaran-
tees. This section discusses approaches to minimize delay,
loss, and variation in QoS.

During startup the queue length is dependent on the value
of initial cell rate (ICR) times round-trip time (RTT). Other
competing sources also influence the initial queue buildup.
During the steady state period, due to the closed-loop feed-
back control of the ABR service, network queues are usually
small, and queues build up only at the end systems. The cell
loss is low for the ABR service. Multilayer encoding and for-
ward error correction techniques can be used to make the
application more loss-resilient.

The queuing delay of an ABR connection can be con-
trolled by using a dynamic queue control function. For exam-
ple, the ERICA+ switch scheme uses a queue control function
f(Q) to calculate bandwidth to be allocated as f(Q) times the
available bandwidth. The value of f(Q) is dependent on the
switch queue length (Q). A controlled queue length, and

hence controlled delay in steady state, can be achieved using
an appropriate queue control function.

A good queue control function should exhibit the following
properties:
• Sources should be encouraged to increase their rates if

the queue is very small (below a desired length). This
implies that f(Q) > 1 in the range 0 ≤ Q < Q0.

• Maintain constant queue length at steady state (i.e., f(Q)
= 1 in the range Q0 ≤ Q < Q1).

• Decrease the source rate under lightly loaded conditions
(i.e., f(Q) < 1 in the range Q1 ≤ Q < Q2).

• Under heavy overload, only part of the available band-
width should be used in order to leave enough capacity
to drain large queues. However, a minimum portion of
the available bandwidth should always be used for for-
warding normal traffic. This can be achieved by limiting
the f(Q) value to a threshold. This threshold is known as
the queue drain limiting factor (QDLF). This implies that
f(Q) = QDLF for the range Q2 ≤ Q < ∞ .
Figure 3 shows step, linear, hyperbolic, and inverse hyper-

bolic queue control functions. A thorough simulation and
analysis of these different queue control functions and their
trade-offs is given in [9]. Based on the analysis, the inverse
hyperbolic queue control function was found to have the
best performance. The linear queue control function, which
is simpler to implement, performs satisfactorily in most
cases. Due to the bursty nature of compressed video and
voice traffic, the network might not achieve a steady state.
By carefully choosing the parameters of the queue control
function, the queuing delay can be minimized. Moreover,
buffering is used at the source and/or destination to remove
jitter in delay.

Most of the end users of multimedia applications are
humans. Human users expect constant QoS. Hence, it is desir-
able to minimize the variation in the QoS perceived by the
human user. Currently, an RM cell is generated for each Nrm
– 1 data cells sent. According to current traffic management
specifications, the value of the Nrm parameter is usually set to
32. At high link speeds (155.52 Mb/s or more), this would give
rise to frequent feedback from the network. We assume that
the adaptable video source can change rates only at frame
boundaries by changing parameters such as quantization lev-
els. Therefore, the frequent feedback due to low Nrm is not
useful for the adaptable source. By setting a larger value of
Nrm (say 256), the feedback rate is made comparable to the
source frame rate. Disadvantages of using a higher value of
Nrm are that it decreases the responsiveness of the network to

■ Figure 3. Queue control functions.
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new sources, and may increase the effective RTT, resulting in
larger end-to-end delay.

Cell loss and delay guarantees for multimedia ABR connec-
tions can also be provided by using a separate queue for them,
and reserving a part of the bandwidth for these connections.
Appropriate scheduling algorithms need to be used. The ABR
parameters and switch algorithm parameters can be different
for these connections. The averaging interval length can be
large (order of feedback delay) if a large value of Nrm is used.
Since these connections do not have a steady state, the parame-
ter Q1 can be chosen as Q1 = Q0. To provide a good transient
response, a hyperbolic function can be used in the range Q1 ≤
Q < Q2.

MULTIPOINT CONNECTION SUPPORT
Many multimedia applications are multicast, so it is important
to provide scalable and efficient multipoint support for ATM.
Traffic management for multipoint connections is a complex
problem, due to the presence of multiple senders with differ-
ent traffic characteristics, multiple receivers with different
QoS requirements, and different bottlenecks along the multi-
point connection path. Another difficulty in ATM multipoint
support is that higher protocol layers must handle the multi-
point communication functions, since lower layers are connec-
tion-oriented and not inherently broadcast. The signaling and
routing working groups at the ATM Forum have defined
point-to-multipoint connection setup and are finalizing UBR
multipoint-to-point connection setup.

This section discusses the problems and current solutions
for supporting multipoint ABR connections. The main fea-
ture of ABR is its feedback control mechanism. For point-
to-multipoint ABR connections, the main issue is how to
consolidate the feedback information at branch points. In
multipoint-to-point connections, fairness definition within
the sources in the same connection and among connections
is difficult. In addition, feedback has to be regulated at the
merge points since RM cells of different sources may be
indistinguishable. Multipoint-to-multipoint connections com-
bine the issues of point-to-multipoint and multipoint-to-
point connections.

POINT-TO-MULTIPOINT CONNECTIONS
The current ATM signaling and routing standards only sup-
port point- to-multipoint VCs. Multicast trees are constructed
through root- initiated joins. Leaf-initiated joins are also
allowed by the latest standards.

Flow control for point-to-multipoint connections is an
extension of that for point-to-point connections. A number of
studies have addressed the problem of choosing appropriate
values for the source end system parameters for point-to-mul-
tipoint connections to avoid transient queues. In addition to

this, several algorithms tackle feedback implosion. The prob-
lem of “feedback implosion” arises if the feedback informa-
tion provided to the sender increases in proportion to the
number of leaves (receivers). To solve this problem, consoli-
dation of feedback information from the different leaves of
the tree is necessary (Fig. 4).

The earliest proposal to solve the feedback consolidation
problem works as follows. The forward RM cells are multicast
to all branches, and also turned around and sent back to the
sender, carrying the minimum explicit rate value denoted by
all branches. This approach was used to extend various point-
to-point rate allocation algorithms. The extension preserves
the fairness and efficiency of the corresponding point-to-point
algorithm. This method, however, suffers from the “consolida-
tion noise” problem caused by the asynchrony of feedback
arrival and rate changes. Consolidation noise occurs when
feedback is not received from some of the branches when an
RM cell is to be returned to the sender. Several variations of
the early algorithm have been proposed to solve the feedback
consolidation problem.

Fahmy et al. discuss a scheme where the switch forwards
BRM cells back to the sender only if BRM cells have been
received from all branches [10]. However, if the network is
overloaded, the switch quickly passes BRM cells returning
from the branches without waiting for all branch BRM
cells to arrive. This approach eliminates the consolidation
noise, while maintaining fast transient response in case of
overload.

MULTIPOINT-TO-POINT CONNECTIONS
Multipoint-to-point connections are supported only for the
UBR service in the baseline text of the current ATM Forum
specifications. Traffic management rules for multipoint-to-
point connections are still under study. Bandwidth manage-
ment at the merge point is important since the merged traffic
is the sum of all traffic from the leaves (Fig. 5).

Defining the fairness criteria for multiple senders in the
same connection can be difficult. Fairness can be defined at
the source, VC, or flow level. A flow is defined as a VC com-
ing on an input link. All fairness definitions are equivalent
for point-to-point connections, where each VC has one
source and comprises one flow. For multipoint-to-point con-
nections, a VC can have multiple sources and several flows
(where each flow may contain merged traffic of several
sources). Four different types of fairness can be defined for
multipoint-to-point connections as follows [11]:
• Source-based fairness: Bandwidth is fairly divided among

active sources as if they were the source in point-to-
point connections, ignoring group memberships.

• VC/source-based fairness: Bandwidth is fairly divided
among active VCs. The bandwidth of each VC is fairly
allocated among active sources of that VC.

• Flow-based fairness: Bandwidth is fairly allocated among
active flows.

■ Figure 4. Point-to-multipoint connections.
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• VC/flow-based fairness: Bandwidth is fairly divided among
active VCs. The bandwidth of each VC is fairly allocated
among active flows of that VC.
More work is needed to extend traffic management rules for

multipoint-to-point connections. Rigorous performance analysis
to evaluate complexity, fairness, transient response, delay, and
scalability trade-offs is required.

MULTIPOINT-TO-MULTIPOINT CONNECTIONS
In the presence of multipoint-to-multipoint connections, switches
must combine the branch point and merge point algorithm func-
tionalities. Multipoint-to-multipoint connections are still under
study. Careful performance analysis is necessary to evaluate con-
gestion control for many-to-many VCs with different topologies,
traffic characteristics, bottlenecks, and RTTs.

OPEN ISSUES
More extensive performance analysis is required for multi-
media applications over ABR service. The following issues
should be resolved to provide support for scalable and adapt-
able multimedia applications over ABR service:
• The problem of mapping the traffic characteristics of

multimedia to the traffic parameters of ABR service
(e.g., MCR) has to solved. Efficient connection admis-
sion policy and policing mechanisms for such traffic have
to be developed.

• Support for renegotiation and heterogeneity in multipoint
connections would provide a more flexible service.

• Efficient schemes for supporting multipoint-to-point and
multipoint-to-multipoint connections have to be devel-
oped. The schemes should have low overhead and pro-
vide fair allocation of the available bandwidth.

• Hierarchically encoded video (multilayer) streams can
provide scalable video. In the event of congestion, some
of the layers need to be dropped. Currently, ATM con-
nections support only dual priority using the cell loss pri-
ority (CLP) bit of cell header. Developing a multipriority
discard scheme is necessary to support scalable and
adaptable video.

• Guidelines for setting ABR source parameters to provide
support for multipoint connections transporting multi-
media traffic should be developed.

• The performance of multimedia multipoint connections
should be comprehensively analyzed using different topolo-
gies. Scalability requirements should be analyzed by study-
ing the performance using a large number of end systems.

SUMMARY
The following issues are discussed in this article:
• Adaptive multimedia applications can be efficiently trans-

ported over ATM ABR service. ABR service has attrac-
tive features such as low cell loss, short queuing delays,
and closed-loop feedback control.

• ABR service provides MCR guarantees, which can pro-
vide an acceptable quality of service for voice and video
applications. Modifications are necessary to switch algo-
rithms which assume zero MCR values to provide nonze-
ro MCR guarantees.

• Loss can be minimized for multimedia ABR connections
by using a separate queue and reserving part of the link
bandwidth for these connections. Switch queue, and hence
delay, can be controlled using appropriate queue control
functions to scale the available bandwidth estimate.

• Many multimedia applications are multicast. Point-to-
multipoint connections need feedback consolidation
algorithms at the branch points. Some of these algo-
rithms suffer from the consolidation noise problem.
Several schemes have been proposed to solve this prob-
lem. Fair bandwidth allocation for multipoint-to-point
and multipoint-to-multipoint connections is currently
under study.
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